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JOE CARTWRIGHT QUARTET
La Luna Negra
Lafayette Music
I have long argued that Joe Cartwright is the most underrated, under-recorded pianist in Kansas City and that
he is a strong contender for world-class honors.
"La Luna Negra" goes a considerable distance in correcting Cartwrights tragic lack of recorded material. To
my knowledge. the only other recording fronted by the pianist is "Triplicity," a trio date from the early 1990s
available only on cassette (my copy is nearly worn out).
Reflecting his recent interest in Brazilian music, "La Luna Negra" is an energetic Latin-tinged session
featuring Steve Rigazzi on bass, Doug Auwarter on drums and percussion and Gary Helm on additional
percussion. As Cartwright writes in the liner notes. "La Luna Negra represents the fruit of my passion for
Latin jazz."
This basket of passion fruit contains such sweet delights as Waiter Booker's "Saudade" Dizzy Gillespie's
"Manteca" Bill Cuniiffe's "Samba Feliz" and Michel Camilo's "On Fire," but my favorites are the 14-minute
exploration of Cedar Walton's "Jacob's Ladder," the beautiful title track by Michael Melvoin and the soulful
take on Eddie Harris' "Cold Duck Time," that finishes with an irresistible tension-and-release section.
Cartwright's two-fisted attack always has reminded me of Gene Harris. Like Harris, he has a sure sense of
time, an appreciation for the blues and a confident, propulsive quality that heightens the excitement level of
everything he plays.

JOE CARTWRIGHT
Soul Eyes
Lafayette Music
By Tom Ineck
"Soul Eyes" is the definitive recording for which longtime Joe Cartwright fans have been
waiting, a live trio project that exemplifies the Kansas City pianist's power and virtuosity in
extended performances over a range of material.
It is hard to imagine a threesome more compatible than this one, as Cartwright is joined by KC
stalwarts Bob Bowman on bass and Todd Strait on drums. Bowman's fleet fingers, adventurous
solo excursions and innate sense of time are perfectly matched to Strait's percussive genius and
sensitivity. Of course, it is Cartwright's playing that shines most brightly. Lush arpeggios, crisp,
clean single-note lines (at any tempo), soulful blues inflections and stunning dynamics are just a
few of his trademark qualities.
The Topeka Performing Arts Center is the setting for three tunes, including Henry Mancini's
classic "Dreamsville," Cedar Walton's keyboard workout "Ojos de Rojo" and Bowman's lively
"Hebgan Happy Hour." The Oak Bar of the Fairmont Kansas City hotel is the scene for Pat
Metheny"s lovely "Always and Forever," Gershwin's "Love Walked In" and Wayne Shorter's
"Fall," and Kansas Public Radio captured the trio's rendition of the title track by Mal Waldron.
"Ojo de Rojo" is a case in point, with Cartwright building the intensity before handing it off to
Bowman for an inspired solo. Strait then makes an inventive solo statement on cymbals and
toms. In like manner, Bowman begins the 15-minute "Love Walked In" with a bluesy bass blast,
setting the stage for a lengthy and soulful exploration by Cartwright, followed by briefer, but
equally splendid bass and drum solos.
The three ballad selections, "Dreamsville," "Always and Forever" and "Soul Eyes," capture the
trio in its most sensitive interplay. Metheny's gentle tune is especially affecting in its honest,
unabashed romanticism. Bowman and Strait show admirable restraint on the title track, clearly a
showcase for Cartwright's astonishing keyboard prowess.
Recorded at three different venues last March, the sound throughout is well engineered and
amazingly unified. With just seven tracks totaling more than 70 minutes, "Soul Eyes" is a
generous package perfect for the gift-giving season. To order the CD, visit Joe Cartwright's
website at http://www.joe-cartwright.com/.
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JOE CARTWRIGHT
The Best of Kansas City Jazz Vol. 1
Lafayette Music
By Tom Ineck
After years of leading the Best of Kansas City Jazz Series in the Oak Bar at the Fairmont
Kansas City, pianist Joe Cartwright had compiled some 24 hours of live, recorded music. With
“The Best of Kansas City Jazz, Vol. 1,” he begins to share some of those memorable moments
with those of us who were unable to attend.
Recorded between February and July 2004, each of the 10 tracks features a prominent KC jazz
artist, with Cartwright himself confidently fronting the rhythm section with his impeccable
keyboard work on all but one. For David Basse’s showcase, Lionel Hampton’s “Red Top,” the
singer brought along his own outfit—pianist Oscar Williams, bassist Bryan Hicks and drummer
Bill Goodwin.
Guitarist Rod Fleeman brings his ebullient style to “East of the Sun,” and virtuosic alto
saxophonist Bobby Watson turns Charlie Parker’s “Little Suede Shoes” every which way but
loose. With his soulful, urbane vocal style, Duck Warner turns Memphis Slim’s “Every Day I
Have the Blues” into a sophisticated blues number. Trumpeter Stan Kessler expertly navigates
Horace Silver’s difficult “Nutville” with brassy flair, taste and imagination.
Trombonist Paul McKee shows his warm tone and considerable technique on Bill Evans’ “Time
Remembered.” Singer Sharon Thompson testifies with gospel-tinged soulfulness on “Teach Me
Tonight,” which also features a bluesy solo by Cartwright. Kim Park caresses the wistful
changes of “We’ll Be Together Again” with his fluent alto saxophone, and trumpeter Mike
Metheny interprets Jobim’s “One Note Samba” on the EVI (electronic valve instrument).
Cartwright’s authoritative presence is felt throughout this recording, but he really gets a chance
to shine on John Lewis’ classic “Django,” with bassist Gerald Spaits and drummer Ray
DeMarchi. A veteran of late-night KC jam sessions, he can comp and lend harmonic and
rhythmic support to any occasion, but his prodigious playing talents are often understated in his
role as accompanist. The alternating tempos and moods of “Django” perfectly illustrate his
technical accomplishment, sensitivity, and improvisational skills.
When the spotlight is on the featured soloists, it’s easy to overlook the essential rhythm players
who make them sound so good. Spaits provides the bass foundation on five tracks, Bob Bowman
on two and Tyrone Clark on two. DeMarchi’s solid and sensitive support on drums can be heard
on nine tracks.

JOE CARTWRIGHT
The Best of Kansas City Jazz Vol. 2
Lafayette Music
By Tom Ineck
Joe Cartwright continues to mine the rich vein of Kansas City jazz with a second volume of
live recordings featuring the best of KC’s contemporary music talent. While holding down his
seat as house pianist at several venues over the years, Cartwright has documented a wealth of
material, and with his latest release he again shares the wealth with us.
Recorded in the Oak Bar at the InterContinental Kansas City at the Plaza and at Jardine’s
Restaurant and Jazz Club, “The Best of Kansas City Jazz Vol. 2” is a generous package of nine
tracks totaling 70 minutes and ranging from instrumental and vocal tunes to jazz standards and
the blues. The versatile and virtuosic Cartwright confidently drives the proceedings, with
bassist Gerald Spaits and drummer Ray DeMarchi usually providing the rock-solid rhythm.
Drummer Tommy Ruskin is on two tracks, and bassist Tyrone Clark is present on one.
Even for those of us who are familiar with many of the city’s jazz artists, there are a few
pleasant surprises here, including the opening track, “Bluesville,” with the exciting and
imaginative guitarist Wayne Goins playing in a style reminiscent of Wes Montgomery, but
totally his own. Also adept at the blues, Cartwright adds to the excitement.
Duck Warner handles the vocals on “You’d Be So Nice to Come Home To” with swinging
panache, especially when his mellow baritone swoops into the lower register. With a dramatic
approach that conjures images of the great Earl Bostic, alto saxophonist Kim Park incites
Cartwright to some of his best playing ever on the bluesy “September Song.”
Among the other highlights here are Mike Metheny’s passionate reading of “Angel Eyes” on
flugelhorn, Ahmad Alaadeen’s snaking soprano saxophone on the Victor Young tune “Delilah,”
and guitarist Danny Embrey tastefully stepping out on an uptempo version of “Without a
Song.” As always, Cartwright is a strong accompanist throughout these recordings, but he’s
also capable of absolutely brilliant solo passages, as on “Without a Song” and the 11-minute
rendition of Johnny Mandel’s “Emily,” with Park switching to flute. Spaits contributes inspired
solos on both tunes.
Given the depth and breadth of Kansas City’s vibrant jazz scene, it is safe to say that we can
expect more volumes of “The Best of Kansas City Jazz.” And, as long at Cartwright is at the
helm, they will continue to delight listeners.

